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Spectacular new version of A Symphony of Lights and  
Winter version of Hong Kong Pulse Light Show unveiled tonight 

Dazzling harbourside performances brighten up Hong Kong Christmas 
 

Hong Kong – Two spectacular light shows over Hong Kong’s Victoria Harbour – the new 
version of the internationally acclaimed nightly multi-media light show A Symphony of Lights 
and the winter version of the Hong Kong Pulse Light Show – unveiled tonight (1st December 
2017). The two world-class shows, best viewed from the Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront, will brighten 
up Hong Kong’s Christmas with dynamic lighting effects and the illusion of an icy atmosphere at 
the Hong Kong Cultural Centre. 
 
Mr Paul Chan, Financial Secretary of the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region (HKSAR), Miss Cathy Chu, Commissioner for Tourism of the Government of the 
HKSAR and Dr Peter Lam, Chairman of the Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) officiated at 
the launch ceremony organized by the HKTB. 
 
Dr Lam said: “A Symphony of Lights is a world-renowned and iconic feature of our city’s night 
sky, and the new version of this show will further enhance our reputation as an unmissable 
destination. Combined with the joyous atmosphere of the winter version of the Hong Kong Pulse 
Light Show, these performances ensure that Christmas in Hong Kong will be a truly special 
experience for every visitor.” 
 
The new version of A Symphony of Lights features dynamic rays of light sent out in rhythm from 
40 buildings and locations on both sides of the Victoria Harbour. The new show incorporates a 
variety of exciting lighting effects such as coloured searchlights, lasers, and all-new beam lights 
sent out like a special fan-shaped lighting effect from the roof of the Central Government Offices 
and the Revenue Tower. Ten LED panels on a number of harbourside buildings are for the first 
time joining the multi-media show, displaying images and messages to encourage audience 
participation.  
 
The show is complemented by music from Asia’s leading classical orchestra the Hong Kong 
Philharmonic Orchestra, providing visitors with a thrilling and unforgettable sound-and-light 
experience. The 10-minute show begins at 8pm every evening from 1st December 2017. By 
downloading the A Symphony of Lights mobile app, visitors can listen to the music 
simultaneously and share their photos on social media platforms.  
 
Immediately after A Symphony of Lights every evening, the winter version of Hong Kong Pulse 
Light Show begins at the Hong Kong Cultural Centre. Spectators on the Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront 
can view it from the Hong Kong Cultural Centre Piazza. The 3D projection show begins with a 
snowstorm which covers the Hong Kong Cultural Centre in snow and ice and blows away the 
numbers on the Clock Tower, stopping time just before Christmas arrives.  
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An ingenious dragon then sets out to find the missing numbers which are scattered across Hong 
Kong landmarks. The dragon eventually finds them and restarts time to save Christmas. During 
the show, the piazza is decorated with snowing effect along with glowing LED balls and a giant 
crystal ball. The 8-minute performance runs from 1st to 28th December 2017 at the Hong Kong 
Cultural Centre in Tsim Sha Tsui. 
 
For more details of A Symphony of Lights and Hong Kong Pulse Light Show, please visit 
http://www.discoverhongkong.com/tc/see-do/events-festivals/highlight-events/winter-fest.jsp?pa
ge=2. 
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Photo caption 1 

 
Mr Paul Chan, Financial Secretary of the Government of the HKSAR (left) and Dr Peter Lam, 
Chairman of the Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) (right) officiated the launch ceremony. 

 
Photo caption 2 

 
Officiating guests and representatives from participating buildings and sites of A Symphony of 
Lights posed for a group photo. 
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Photo caption 3 to 4 

  
The new version of A Symphony of Lights features dynamic rays of light sent out in rhythm 
from 40 buildings and locations on both sides of Victoria Harbour. 
 
Photo caption 5 to 6 

  
The winter version of Hong Kong Pulse Light Show features an illusion of an icy atmosphere at 
the Hong Kong Cultural Centre to create a uniquely Christmassy atmosphere for visitors. 

 
-End- 

 
For media enquiries, please contact: 
Ms Emily Luk 
Tel: +852 2807 6578 
E-mail: emily.ny.luk@hktb.com 

Ms Carol Lam 
Tel: +852 2807 6240 
E-mail: carol.lam@hktb.com 

Any enquiries during non-office hours, please call at 8200 7860. 
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